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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XLVII
So we can wash away the past so that we may start anew…
I decided to call it quits this morning. I’d finally had enough! Went into the office early before
anyone else arrived, cleared off my desk, erased files from my computer, and turned in my ID
badge…Sweet! Liberated? You can’t imagine how ecstatic I was!
And then, the drive home–descending through the beautiful forested hills, the Delaware River
swollen from the recent rains, all the wildflowers in bloom…Stunning! Wish you’d been there
to enjoy it with me. What a relief! In the rear-view mirror, all that toxic environment
disappearing in a cloud of dust, fading into the background. Done with all that!
You know, quittin’ just ain’t my schtick. But a fella’s got his limits!
I just couldn’t go on at the institute. When I refused to get onboard with the new math,
man oh man did it get nasty! My colleagues got abusive, I was called into HR, brusquely and
rudely interrogated by the chief. Made me feel sickeningly queasy all over
(like I’d been pounded by a wacker packer). Yet I ain’t no fool, I didn’t lose my cool.
Strangely, though, I could understand how they felt. Deep down I knew equations like
break the laws of mathematics–multiplying three numbers (instead of two) to find an
area just ain’t right! Still, I wasn’t about to throw away everything I’d ever believed in, just like
that, to follow… Hey, wait! News flash! News flash! Have you seen the latest?
SHOCKING EXPOSÉ! TOP STORY OF THE DAY:
SCIENTIFIC WORLD CELEBRATES THE END, THE DEMISE OF PI!
I can’t get the image out of my head. Lifestyles of the rich and fabulous…Dr. Z relaxing in his
super groovy pad, at the forefront of the new mod math culture movement, wearing his Nehru
jacket and rose-colored glasses, with that cool chick Sharona in her paisley prints and bell
bottoms at his side, and all the math groupies hanging on his every word…crazy man! Far out!
A new math craze sweeping the country? I can see where this might be tons of fun,
but c’mon! Have you heard the new slogan?
WORLD PEACE WITH NO PI!!!
What’s happened to the intellectual world? Can you believe this guy? The first step toward
world peace: resolve the conflict between algebra and geometry by getting rid of pi!
Get rid of pi?!!
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I admit, it’s a compelling idea. The guy’s got a great gimmick.
Who wouldn’t wanna solve one of the greatest mysteries of the ages, save the universe, and
achieve world peace with math?
But man, for five thousand years, maybe even more, back through the mists of time–
Egypt, Babylon, Greece, Rome–pi’s been good enough for the rest of us.
Hard to say what it was called way back when (a rose by any other name…).
Whatever its moniker, why, pi has survived the rise and fall of entire civilizations!
And now, the sphinx blinks and I’m supposed to give that up, believe that almost all the
equations of modern math and physics are fundamentally flawed?
Say goodbye to pi?
IT’S TOO MUCH TO ASK! It just doesn’t sit right! But to go on with my story…
Can you believe it! The “no pi guy” was right here in town today having a book signing!
I couldn’t pass it up: a chance to meet the good Dr. Z in person! Gotta say, I wasn’t
disappointed. Rugged? Holy guacamole! The dude reminded me of a cross between Bogie
and Burt Lancaster. They say he got shot in Zanzibar. I tried to get him to show me the scar,
but he just smiled disarmingly and laughed as Sharona handed me a signed copy of his book.
The bonus? I got to meet Sharona–in the flesh! Sorry you missed out…it was fun!
What a day!
And to top it off, when I got home, there was a message on my phone.
It was the head of the department–they wouldn’t accept my resignation!
Said they were keeping me on the payroll, considered that I was taking vacation time, and
expected to see me back in a few weeks…Wow! Back into the lion’s den? Are you kidding?
Fat chance! But a paid vacation? Can’t pass that up. At least now I can keep my options open!
So whaddya say, José, Seattle in May? I could use some R&R and maybe a little PBR...
You got room on your couch? I’m dying for a piece of Eva’s wacky cake!
Anyway, the book…
I cracked it open as soon as I got home. (Love that new book smell and the shiny blue cover.)
The intro: Today marks the epoch of a great revolution in mathematics…
yada yada yada. Hit the switch, Reggie!
I flipped forward to what I was looking for...Chapter Seven:
A Dragon Named Pi
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